A Special Partnership with Artist Homer O. Johnson

The antique piano with ancestral African carvings is the focal point of the late August Wilson’s Pulitzer Prize winning play, *The Piano Lesson*. Every producing company faces the daunting task of recreating an heirloom of such striking beauty and provocative nostalgia as to incite an enduring family feud. To achieve the realism the designers were striving for, UAB Theatre researched regional sources for a craftsman specializing in African wood carving. The Kentuck Festival, nationally recognized for the quality and diversity of artistic styles ranging from folk, traditional to contemporary arts, provided the name of Tuskegee artist Homer O. Johnson, and a special partnership was formed. UAB designer Cliff Simon and student scene designer Monica Hooper worked closely with Johnson, providing specifications for the panels covering an antique upright. Johnson’s artistry brings the ancestors of Boy Willie and Berniece, central characters of *The Piano Lesson*, to life. His work with UAB Theatre led to a special exhibit of his other works at The Birmingham Civil Rights Institute through March 26. Information on the exhibit is available by calling the BRCI at (205) 328-9696.

Homer Johnson was born at John Andrew Hospital in Tuskegee, Alabama in 1958. He attended St. Joseph Elementary School and graduated from Tuskegee Institute High in 1976. After graduation Johnson joined the U.S. Army and served three years in Europe for his full tour of duty.

Upon his return to the U.S. Johnson resided in Atlanta, Georgia, where he met George “Ju Ju” Ferrell Jr., an accomplished jewelry maker. Through his association with Ferrell, Johnson began making jewelry and, after a few years branched out into clay and metal sculpting. This new passion prompted him to enroll in Atlanta Junior College to study art. Johnson graduated in June 1990 with an Associate of Arts degree and soon after relocated to Tuskegee because of his mother’s ill health.

In 1994 Johnson changed mediums out of necessity. He explains, “I tried my hand at wood carving because it was the only medium that was available to me. I taught myself to carve faces and learned a few techniques from an associate. I worked with a small roofing company to earn a meager living.”

Since his mother’s passing in March 2000 Johnson has devoted all his spare time to wood carving and various kinds of wood work, most of them African American related. Johnson’s thoughts tend toward the spiritual when talking about the chain of events that led him to regional recognition.

“God has blessed me with this talent to share with anyone who can relate. The message in my art is create, educate and elevate yourself.”
OVATION UAB
(Sponsored by Theatre Advisory Committee)

Opening nights at Theatre UAB are OVATION UAB nights. OVATION UAB sponsors a box dinner and conversation with the director and designers before the show, as well as a post-performance party with the cast and crew.

Join us! You will be able to invite your friends to enjoy a tasty meal before the play, be already parked and ready to settle back for an evening of live theatre.

OVATION UAB has the mission to support and sponsor the students working backstage and performing in Theatre UAB. Membership dues, ranging from $10 - $2500, are used to off-set the costs required of each student to participate in the productions.

To become a member of OVATION UAB, please pick up a brochure in the lobby outside the theatre and complete the form. Follow mailing directions listed in the brochure.

Help us support our rising stars!
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This production is entered in the Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival (KCACTF). The aims of this national theater education program are to identify and promote quality in college-level theater production. To this end, each production entered is eligible for a response by a regional KCACTF representative, and selected students and faculty are invited to participate in KCACTF programs involving scholarships, internships, grants and awards for actors, playwrights, designers, stage managers and others in both the regional and national levels.
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The Piano Lesson
By August Wilson

Produced by special arrangement with Samuel French, Inc.

CAST
In Order of Appearance
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Boy Willie............................................Tobie Windham
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Grace................................................Robin Reed

SETTING

The action of the play takes place in the kitchen and parlor of the house
where Doaker Charles lives with his niece, Berniece, and her
eleven-year-old daughter, Maretha.

The play will be performed with two intermissions.

Director's Notes

The Piano Lesson is a story that needs to be heard. August Wilson has
crafted a play which focuses on many experiences of the Charles Family. The
family serves as the particular inhabitants of a world that is peopled by countless
others and has effected and has impacted the entirety of civilization. For though
the background of The Piano Lesson is slavery, that "peculiar institution", its
foreground is humanity. Mr. Wilson chronicles the several journeys of the
Charles family. We have the benefit of the record of August Wilson's writing to
take us with him. Boy Willie, Berniece, Doaker, Wining Boy, Avery, Lymon and
young Maretha have no such benefit. They must rely upon what has emerged as
the foremost vehicle for African American heritage in the modern age: the oral
tradition. And beyond that the representation of legacy and lineage in the
handcrafted work of artisans that were deprived the opportunity to tell their
stories. The journeys that each of these family members embarks upon will
appear, in many ways, particular to their heritage. Yet, as we watch the passion
of their struggle, the universal comes forward, and we recognize the essence of
the underlying question which burns within each of us: Who am I?

The exploration of this single question, through the genius of Mr.
Wilson, uncovers the complexities of still deeper questions and issues of faith,
heritage, family, self-awareness, metamorphosis, independence, and the
permutations of bondage which still haunt our lives.
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